Sample GVARC “PROLOGUE” For the Snowbird Net
“Welcome to the Green Valley Amateur Radio Club Snowbird Net. I'm XXXXX and my call is
XX#XXX, and I'll be Net Control for today’s informal net.
We gather every Wednesday at 1100L AZ time on or about 14.237 for the purpose of Ham Radio
related topics, system testing, and general discussions of interest for Ham and winter visitors to
Sourthern Arizona. Special Topics of late include: the "Hands On WorkShops" for HOA Flag
Pole and Magnetic Loop Antennas sponsored by the GVARC. Those outside of Southern AZ are
highly encouraged to join in on discussions as well as help those in Southern AZ evaluate their
system audio and propagation with signal reports.
It is an “informal” net so I encourage everyone to leave a short pause between handoffs so others
my check in and have an opportunity to make additional comments. We also encourage you to
Log into “NetLogger” to monitor the “GVARC Snowbird Net” and use several of the features to
enhance your Ham Net Experience.
[Break for possible response]
To assist Net Control with weak signal check ins, please volunteer to relay by stating the words
“Relay or Comment” then wait to be recognized by net control to pass on the pertinent
information.
****** End of Prologue ******
Here are the Early Bird station check-ins. {Reference NetLogger Stuff}
[Break for possible response]
“Let’s resume by taking additional check-ins.” Stations wishing to check in may do so now,
Please state your call sign, name, and location.
"Are there any missed or late check-ins for today’s net?"
Now we’ll start with the rotation. Please pass it back to net control after your comments.
Note: Don’t forget to use NetLogger for help with Comments entered by the NetLogger that
indicate, Name and Location of Check-in as well as if they’ve checkout or listened out...Also
don’t forget to use the Almost Instance Message (AIM) Window for comments.
I'd like to thank everyone for joining and invite everyone to join us again at 7 PM local time next
Sunday evening for our 2 Meter net as well as the40 Meter Net immediately following the 2
meter.
Other Club Notices Include: __________________ Also Checkout our WebSite: GVARC.us
"This concludes the Green Valley Amateur Radio Club Wednesday No Bird Snowbird net”.
This is [XX#XXX] returning the frequency to regular service.

